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1. Industry Performance
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2. Industry priority - Survey results
Research and Development
Availability of skilled engineers
Investment in R&D by government
Government strategic engagement
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Political stability
R&D tax relief
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Manufacture of Vehicles or Parts
Availabiltiy of skilled engineers
Availaibility of skilled operators
Labour productivity
Labour flexibility
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Accessibiltiy of incentives
Government strategic engagement
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27,500,000

3. Key Performance Indicators

* Indicators marked with an asterisk have been swapped for more representative KPIs since the 2015 report. Comparison to previous status is like-for-like

4. Recommendations
Skills & Productivity

Flexibility
University / Industry
collaboration &
investment in R&D
R&D Incentives

Political Stability

Continued roll-out of National Manufacturing Competitiveness Levels to develop the industry’s competitiveness across the whole supply chain
Should support for Auto Sector deal #2 skills interventions- towards skills in new product and manufacturing challenges require for industry transition to ULEV, CAV and digital manufacturing.

Maintain the UK’s flexibility in working practices as a key competitive advantage
Collaborate to develop innovative tools to ensure that skills can be retained and developed – despite upcoming turbulence and churn the sector is likely to face
It is critical to preserve global leadership in R&D. The government should support this by moving to guarantee all funding in sectoral R&D which is currently provided by the EU, and creating
an continued environment which enhances internationally collaborative research
Revisit the generosity of tax credits to support R&D, and capital incentives to support investment, to keep pace with the best globally.
The need for long-term industry transition should be treated with at least as much priority as short-term job sustainability
Secure a stable, long-term trading relationship with the EU based on free and frictionless trade, and commonality of standards
Preserve the long-term stability of automotive strategy embodied by the collaborative approach of the Automotive Council, building on the fundamental strengths of UK institutions

